
Finding Your Personal Core Values



Today 2 goals - 
!

Fine tuning  
Using Everyday



https://olliroy.wordpress.com/

https://olliroy.wordpress.com/


Review!
!

Your Core Values!
Your internal compass 
What you value most 

What pulls you out of bed 
The foundation of your character & confidence 

They are intrinsic 
You do not choose them 

!

Goals are what you do;  
values are why you do them



Steps!
1. Discover your core values 
2. Define each 
3. Prioritize them 
4. Use them daily



"There is no happiness then but in  
a virtuous and self-approving conduct.  

Unless our actions will bear the test  
of our sober judgments and  

reflections upon them,  
they are not the actions and  

consequently not the happiness  
of a rational being. 

!

All true happiness, !
as all that is truly beautiful, !
can only result from order,”  

Benjamin Franklin



Basic Evolutionary Needs!
!

1. Control 
2. Simplicity 

3. Believe the universe has meaning 
4. Believe big events have big causes 

5. Self esteem 
6. Fairness and justice 

!

Are they Core Values?



Golf Balls = Core Values Actions



Is it full?



Pebbles = !
Non-Core !
Actions





What would !
happen if !
we filled it !

with pebbles!
first?

Is it full?



Sand = !
Time !

Fillers!



Is it full? !
What would !

happen if !
we started !

with the sand?



Any !
questions?



You always have!
enough time for!

a couple of drinks!
with a friend!





How do your use your Core Values!
every day?



Task management or to-dos!
!

What does this have to do with finding your core values? Once 
you've identified your core values, written personal value 
declarations and prioritized them, how do you use them in your 
daily life? !
!

Unless you use them daily, you’ve just wasted your time!!
!

Unless this becomes a daily habit, living based on your core 
values will have a limited benefit.!



Not all of them lend themselves to !
daily action tasks !

!

Integrity does not lend itself to doing specific tasks !
but better identifies a way of living and making decisions. !

!

On the other hand, !
a health core value can be honored !

by setting forth specific goals and tasks !
(ie, eating a certain way, exercising, meditation). 



Make it a daily habit!
!

Incorporate it into your daily task review!
!

Review your Core Values daily



Tasks & Notes!
!

How many use electronic task manager? 
Electronic file manager? 
If not, what do you use? 

!

I use Things (tasks) & Evernote (files) 
Both sync on my Mac, iPad & iPhone



Goals should be SMART 
specific
measurable
action-oriented
realistic
timed



How do I know !
where to spend my time?



The Covey !
Quadrants  !

for!
all tasks!

!
Examples? !

!
Source:!

The 7 Habits !
of Highly !
Effective !
People  
(Covey)









Where you want to live your life  
is in Quadrant II, doing important 
but not urgent tasks. 
The more time you spend in  
Quadrant II, the more you accomplish  
and the less time you’ll have to  
spend in Quadrant I cleaning up  
messes and putting out fires.



Where do you get this time  
to spend in Quadrant II?  
 
Mostly from Quadrants III and IV  

If you’re spending time on things  
that aren’t important, you simply  
shift to things that are important  
and put your emphasis in  
Quandrant II.



Things

Things - Today

Core !
Values



Health tasks



Learning tasks



Today - top priority



Note within one task



Evernote!
!

!

Notebooks = !
Folders =!

Categories for notes (files) =!
Core Values



The “Learn” Notebook

These Notes are files

Spreadsheet of books for !
Great Books OLLI Class



Why did I organize all my tasks & files !
(on my Mac, iPad & iPhone)!

by Core Values?!
!





Next Time -!
!

There is no !
Next Time


